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at last found the strength to rebel, their undying lords have been pushed
back to the Frontier--the violent borderlands where humans still remain
the prey of vampires, who for all their knowledge and power have never
lost their obsession with our living flesh, blood...and souls! In this bizarre
and deadly far future the most dangerous thing of all is not a vampire,
but the one who hunts them--the one who is half them--a dhampir, the
unearthly beautiful wanderer known as D. The Vampire Hunter D
Omnibus collects the first three novels in author Hideyuki Kikuchi's
adventure horror series: Vampire Hunter D, Raiser of Gales, and Demon
Deathchase. Illustrated by Final Fantasy artist Yoshitaka Amano, this
book is only the beginning of a legend!
Ghostbusters - The Original Movie Novelizations Omnibus Feb 02

Simenon Omnibus Oct 24 2021
Vampire Hunter D Omnibus: Book One Mar 29 2022 A new omnibus
collecting the first three volumes of the Vampire Hunter D horror novel
series! It is 12,090 A.D., thousands of years since the human race nearly
destroyed itself in a nuclear war--a folly foreseen by those who waited to
emerge out of the underground...not from shelters, but from crypts! The
aristocratic vampire lords known as the Nobles inherited our world, and
with dark science and immortal patience made real the things that
mortals had merely dreamed, whether voyaging to the distant stars, or
conjuring monsters to roam the Earth. Yet the grand civilization of the
Nobles has grown decadent, and as the terrorized remnants of humanity
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2020 For the first time in a beautiful new edition, this omnibus will
collect together the original official novelizations of both Ghostbusters 1
and 2. Relive the classic Ghostbusters stories with the original movie
novelizations reprinted for the first time since 1980s. When Dr. Peter
Venkman and his Columbia University colleagues are kicked out of their
prestigious academic posts, they start a private practice as professional
ghost-catchers. Although things do not start auspiciously for the three
parascientists, their television advertisements finally pay off when
beautiful Dana Barrett contracts them. It seems her apartment has
become the entryway for ghastly ghosts and goofy ghouls hellbent on
terrorising New York City. Soon they're not just going to her rescue, but
trying to rid the whole city of the slimy creatures. After waging a war on
slime that cost New York City millions, the Ghostbusters find themselves
out of business until an ancient tyrant, preparing a return to the Earthly
domain through his portrait at the Manhattan Museum of Modern Art,
sets his sights on Dana Barrett's baby as the new home for his wicked
soul!
The Bill Slider Omnibus Dec 14 2020 ORCHESTRATED DEATH
Middle-class, middle-aged and, according to his partner, menopausal,
Detective Inspector Bill Slider is never going to make it to the Yard.
Passed over for promotion again, the last thing he needs in his life, or on
his patch, is an unidentifiable, naked female corpse. A priceless
Stradivarius and a giant tin of olive oil are the only clues in an
investigation that takes the steely-eyed, furry-headed detective all the
way from the exotic backstreets of Shepherd's Bush to far-flung
Birmingham. DEATH WATCH When a noted womaniser dies in
mysterious circumstances in a sleazy motel and the whole of his murky
past comes to light, DI Bill Slider begins to question more than whether
the game is worth the candle. Right is right, and indivisible. As soon as
he's solved the motel mystery, and found out what the Neary boys and
Gorgeous George are up to, Slider's going to have to start putting his
own house in orders ... NECROCHIP Detective Superintendent 'George'
Dickson's replacement by DS 'Mad Ivan' Barrington - a new broom
determined to sweep clean - is all par for the course for DI Bill Slider, as
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he faces the unhygienic fact of a dismembered corpse in a catering
establishment. But there are still niggling questions to distract him: why
didn't Barrington like Dickson? What is the mystery of the stake-out they
once did together? And why is Slider's home life in almost perpetual
stride?
Gotrek & Felix Sep 03 2022 The Gotrek and Felix novels are the Black
Library's longest-running and most popular fantasy series. Contains an
author introduction by Nathan Long and the novella Redhand's
Daughter, by William King. The first two Gotrek and Felix omnibuses are
also available, and form part of our core stock line. Book 11 in the series,
Shamanslayer, will be out in Fall 2009. Omnibus edition of books seven
to nine in the best-selling Gotrek and Felix series - Giantslayer, Orcslayer
and Manslayer - by William King and Nathan Long.
The First Rumpole Omnibus Feb 25 2022 The irrepressible English
barrister, Horace Rumpole, seeks to uncover the truth behind a variety of
unusual cases of crime
Daemonslayer Jul 21 2021
Grey Hunter Mar 05 2020 When the dark forces of Chaos seize one of
their Chapter's holiest artifacts, Ragnar and his Space Wolf comrades
embark on a perilous quest to retrieve it before an ancient and terrible
foe can be set free. Reissue.
Space Wolf: The First Omnibus Aug 02 2022 These three classic SF
stories follow the adventures of Ragnar the Space Wolf, from his
recruitment by the Space Marines on the savage world of Fenris to his
aventures amongst the stars. Whether Ragnar and his friends are
fighting orks, mutants, or the foul forces of Chaos, adventure is never far
behind!
What If?: the Original Marvel Series Omnibus Vol. 2 Jul 09 2020
Complete your collection of the classic series in which Marvel's best and
brightest posed the eternal question: What If? The results were actionpacked, thought-provoking and often tragic twists on the Marvel
Universe you know! How would Peter Parker's life change if Uncle Ben
or Gwen Stacy had lived...if his clone had survived...or if Aunt May was
bitten by the spider? What if Reed, Sue, Ben and Johnny never gained
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their powers...or there was no Fantastic Four at all? Imagine if the Thing
and the Beast continued to mutate, Matt Murdock became an Agent of
S.H.I.E.L.D., or Captain America became President! Phoenix and Elektra
don't die...but Yellowjacket and the Invisible Girl do! Dazzler becomes
the herald of Galactus, Wolverine kills the Hulk, Iron Man is trapped in
the past, Thor meets Conan the Barbarian...and much more!
COLLECTING: What If? (1977) 23-47
Ragnar's Claw Oct 12 2020 These new editions of Books 2 and 3 in the
King's Space Wolf saga feature stunning new cover art. Space Wolf
Ragnar's missions take him on epic treks across the galaxy to face the
very heart of evil. Reissue.
Black Hammer Omnibus Volume 1 Sep 10 2020 The first chapter of
the highly acclaimed, Eisner Award-winning superhero saga by Jeff
Lemire and Dean Ormston, now in an affordable omnibus format.
Mysteriously banished from existence by a multiversal event, the old
superheroes of Spiral City now lead simple lives on a bizarre farm from
which there is no escape! But as they employ all of their super abilities to
free themselves from this strange purgatory, a mysterious stranger
works to bring them back into action for one last adventure! Collects
Black Hammer #1-13, and Black Hammer: Giant Sized Annual. “I didn’t
think something could be thrilling and sad at the same time but now
there’s Black Hammer proving me wrong. Amazing, Just flat-out
amazing.”—Patton Oswalt “I don’t read many comics these days and I
can’t remember the last time I read a superhero comic, but I’m loving
BLACK HAMMER by Jeff Lemire, Dean Ormston, and Dave
Stewart.”—Mike Mignola (Hellboy) "On my pull list by the time I got to
page five." —Mark Waid (Kingdom Come) “Fantastic.”—Scott Snyder
(Batman, Wytches)
Gotrek & Felix : The First Omnibus Jul 01 2022 Re-issue of the
omnibus edition of the first three Gotrek and Felix novels. Gotrek and
Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than common
thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere in between,
and depends entirely upon whom you ask... Relive the early adventures
of the Slayer and his human companion. From the haunted forests of the
gotrek-and-felix-the-first-omnibus
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Empire to the darkness beneath the Worlds Edge Mountains, Gotrek and
Felix face demented cultists, sinister goblins and a monstrous troll. In
the city of Nuln, they get involved in an invasion by the sewer-dwelling
skaven. And in the frozen north, an expedition to the lost dwarf hold of
Karag Dum brings Gotrek and Felix face to face with a dread
Bloodthirster of Chaos…
Undeath Ascendant: A Vampire Omnibus Aug 29 2019 Explore the
shadows with this great vampire omnibus from the Warhammer Old
World. TBC
Dragonslayer Jul 29 2019
Vampire Hunter D Vol. 2 Jan 27 2022 The mysterious D is a vampire
hunter, one of those who protect the ordinary humans against the
alliance of mutants and the race of vampires known as the Nobility, in
the distant future of 12,090 A.D.
Gotrek & Felix: Jun 19 2021 The second omnibus recounting the tales of
the old world's greatest dwarf and human pairing: Gotrek the Slayer and
Felix the poet. Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing
more than common thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies
somewhere in between, and depends entirely upon whom you ask... The
Slayer and his poet companioncontinue their adventures, aided by the
Kislebvite warrior-princess Ulrika, the wizard Max Schreiber and
Gotrek's old comrade Snorri Nosebiter. Returning from their expedition
in the distant north, Gotrek and Felix find themselves under attack by
and army of monstrous greenskins - and a terrifying dragon. When an
immense Chaos horde besieges Praag, the adventurers hasten to defend
the beleaguered city - but the masters of the Chaos host have plans for
Gotrek. When Ulrika is captured by a dread vampire, the race is on to
rescue her before she succumbs to the curse of undeath. Collectiong
Dragonslayer, Beastslayer and Vampireslayer, plus a nmumber of bonus
short stories, Gotrek and Felix the Second Omnius is packed with fantasy
adventure.
Tyrion & Teclis Jun 27 2019 This ominbus tells the story of Tyrion and
Teclis, saviours of high elf race and the heroes of Ulthuan. Tyrion and
Teclis: the most legendary high elf heroes to roam the earth. Destined for
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greatness from birth, the twin brothers are as different as darkness and
light. While Tyrion, a calculating tactician and unrivalled swordsman,
inspires valour and fidelity in those around him, Teclis is the most
powerful natural sorcerer of the age, harnessing a power that rivals even
the mythic Caledor. Relive the twins’ most gripping adventures – from
their quest through the deadly jungles of Lustria in search of the fabled
lost sword of Caledor, through to the blood-thirsty battle to save their
homeland from the malevolent Witch King, Malekith. This collection of
William King’s Blood of Aenarion, Sword of Caledor and Bane of Malekith
brims with rip-roaring adventure.
Gotrek & Felix: The First Omnibus Oct 04 2022 Gotrek the dwarf
trollslayer and his companion Felix are Black Library's most popular
fantasy duo. This omnibus edition gives readers a unique opportunity to
enjoy their first three adventures through the haunted forests, mountains
and castles of the grim Warhammer world.
Gotrek & Felix: The Fourth Omnibus May 07 2020 New omnibus of
Gotrek & Felix novels: Elfslayer, Shamanslayer, and Zombieslayer Gotrek
and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than common
thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere in between,
and depends entirely upon whom you ask... Captured by dark elves and
imprisoned in a terrifying Black Ark, Felix must forge a fragile alliance of
prisoners and incite rebellion. Back on dry land, Gotrek and his
companion are drawn into a frantic battle against monstrous beastmen in
the heart of the Empire’s forests. And trapped in a fortress under siege
by the restless dead, commanded by the sinister Heinrich Kemmler and
the mighty Krell, the heroes must unite the fractious defenders if they
are to live to see the dawn.
Trollslayer Dec 26 2021 After fleeing the authorities in the Imperial city
of Altdorf, Felix Jaeger swears a drunken oath to dour dwarf Gotrek
Gurnisson to record his death saga. In the cold light of day, Felix's worst
fears are confirmed as he learns that Gotrek is a Trollslayer - a dwarf
doomed to seek out a heroic death in battle to atone for an unknown
personal disgrace. Their travels throw them into a string of extraordinary
adventures as Felix tries to survive his companion's destiny.
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The First Cadfael Omnibus Aug 10 2020 A MORBID TASTE FOR BONES.
In 1137 the head of Shrewsbury Abbey decided to acquire the remains of
St Winifred. Brother Cadfael is part of the expedition sent to her final
resting place in Wales and they find the villagers passionately divided by
the Benedictines' offer for the saint's relics. Canny, wise and all too
worldly, Cadfael isn't surprised when this taste for bones leads to bloody
murder. ONE CORPSE TOO MANY. In 1138, war between King Stephen
and the Empress Maud takes Brother Cadfael from the quiet world of his
garden to the bloody battlefield. Not far from the safety of the Abbey
walls, Shrewsbury Castle falls, leaving its ninety-four defenders loyal to
the Empress to hang as traitors. With a heavy heart, Brother Cadfael
agrees to bury the dead, but discovers ninety-five bodies awaiting his
attention. MONK'S-HOOD. Brother Cadfael's herb garden is flourishing
under his care, then a local dignitary is poisoned with one of the
herbalist's own concoctions and Cadfael finds he has to defend himself
and another suspect whom he is sure is innocent.
The Second Savor the South® Cookbooks, 10 Volume Omnibus E-book
Nov 12 2020 Each little cookbook in our SAVOR THE SOUTH®
collection is a big celebration of a beloved food or tradition of the
American South. From shrimp to gumbo, bacon to chicken, one by one
SAVOR THE SOUTH® cookbooks will stock a kitchen shelf with the
flavors and culinary wisdom of this popular American regional cuisine.
Written by well-known cooks and food lovers, the books brim with
personality, the informative and often surprising culinary and natural
history of southern foodways, and a treasure of some fifty recipes
each—from delicious southern classics to sparkling international
renditions that open up worlds of taste for cooks everywhere. You'll want
to collect them all. This second Omnibus E-Book brings together for the
first time the second 10 books published in the series. You'll find: Shrimp
by Jay Pierce Gumbo by Dale Curry Catfish by Paul and Angela Knipple
Crabs & Oysters by Bill Smith Beans & Field Peas by Sandra A. Gutierrez
Sunday Dinner by Bridgette A. Lacy Greens by Thomas Head Barbecue
by John Shelton Reed Bacon by Fred Thompson Chicken by Cynthia
Graubart Included are almost 500 recipes for these uniquely Southern
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ingredients.
Gotrek and Felix: The Fifth Omnibus Oct 31 2019 Follow the next
steps of the much loved Black Library characters Gotrek and Felix...
Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than
common thieves and murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere in
between, and depends entirely on whom you ask… Racing towards the
besieged dwarf hold of Karak Kadrin, Gotrek and Felix battle to thwart
the brutal leader of a Grand Chaos army, Warlord Garmr. Upon arriving,
the infamous duo is charged by Ungrim Ironfist with a suicidal task: to
prevent the creation of a portal to the Realm of Chaos itself. On another
quest, far away in the vast deserts of Nehekhara, Gotrek and Felix are
captured by the undead Queen Khalida and forced to fight her enemies
across the sun-baked Land of the Dead. But, as the unlikely pair are
swiftly reminded, the dead do not stay buried for long... Collecting Road
of Skulls and The Serpent Queen, plus four novellas and a number of
bonus short stories, Gotrek and Felix: The Fifth Omnibus is packed with
fantasy adventure.
The Clan Corporate Jan 15 2021 The third book (after The Family
Trade and The Hidden Family) in the saga of the Merchant Princes by
Charles Stross, in which Miriam gets into deadly trouble. Miriam
Beckstein has gotten in touch with her roots and they have nearly
strangled her. A young, hip, business journalist in Boston, she discovered
(in The Family Trade ) that her family comes from an alternate reality,
that she is very well-connected, and that her family is a lot too much like
the mafia for comfort. In addition, starting with the fact that women are
family property and required to breed more family members with the
unique talent to walk between worlds, she has tried to remain an
outsider and her own woman. And start a profitable business in a third
world she has discovered, outside the family reach (recounted in The
Hidden Family). She fell in love with a distant relative but he's dead,
killed saving her life. There have been murders, betrayals. Now,
however, in The Clan Corporate, she may be overreaching. And if she
gets caught, death or a fate worse is around the bend. There is for
instance the brain-damaged son of the local king who needs a wife. But
gotrek-and-felix-the-first-omnibus

they'd never make her do that, would they? At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Ultramarines Omnibus Jun 07 2020 Containing the novels
Nightbringer, Warriors of Ultramar and Dead Sky, Black Sun, plus a
connected short story, the series follows the adventures of Space Marine
Captain Uriel Ventris and the Ultramarines as they battle against the
enemies of mankind. From their home world of Macragge, into the
dreaded Eye of Terror and beyond, Graham McNeill1s prose rattles like
gunfire and brings the Space Marines to life like never before.
The First Alex Delaware Omnibus Feb 13 2021 This omnibus comprises
the first two novels featuring Dr Alex Delaware, child psychologist,
burned out in his mid-30s and in semi-retirement in southern California.
The books are When the Bough Breaks and Blood Test.
Gotrek and Felix: The Sixth Omnibus Apr 17 2021 A Gotrek & Felix
Omnibus For many long years, Felix Jaeger has followed the dwarf Slayer
Gotrek Gurnisson across the world. Their adventures have been
extraordinary; their heroic partnership the stuff of legends. Now it ends.
With their friendship in tatters after a series of betrayals, the pair march
south at the head of a ragtag army, intent on driving the forces of Chaos
out of the Empire and returning Felix to his wife. But Gotrek’s doom is at
hand, and great powers are at work to ensure that he meets it. With
enemies on all sides and destiny calling, Felix must make a choice – to
follow Gotrek into the darkness that awaits him, or to abandon his oldest
friend once and for all. Collecting City of the Damned, Kinslayer and
Slayer, plus the short story ‘Rememberers’, Gotrek & Felix: The Sixth
Omnibus is packed with fantasy adventure.
Nunslinger - The First Omnibus Nov 24 2021 The year is 1864. Sister
Thomas Josephine, an innocent Visitantine nun from St Louis, Missouri,
is making her way west to the promise of a new life in Sacramento,
California. When an attack on her wagon train leaves her stranded in the
Nebraska Territory, Thomas Josephine finds her faith tested and her
heart torn between Lt. Theodore F. Carthy, a man too beautiful to be
true, and the mysterious grifter Abraham C. Muir. Falsely accused of
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murder she goes on the run, all the while being hunted by a man who has
become dangerously obsessed with her. Her journey will take her from
the most forbidding mountain peaks to the hottest, most hostile desert on
earth, from Nevada to Mexico to Texas, and will be tested in ways she
could never imagine. Nunslinger is the true tale of Sister Thomas
Josephine, a woman whose desire to do good in the world leads her on an
incredible adventure that pits her faith, her feelings and her very life
against inhospitable elements, the armies of the North and South, and
the most dangerous creature of all: man.
Gotrek and Felix: The First Omnibus Nov 05 2022 This fantastic
collection of much loved classics includes: Trollslayer, Skavenslayer and
Daemonslayer, plus a number of bonus short stories. Gotrek and Felix:
The First Omnibus is packed with fantasy adventure. Gotrek and Felix:
unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than common thieves and
murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere inbetween, and depends
entirely on who you ask... Relive the early adventures of the Slayer and
his human companion. From the haunted forests of the Empire to the
darkness beneath the World's Edge Mountains, Gotrek and Felix face
demented cultists, sinister goblins and a monstrous troll. In the city of
Nuln, they get involved in an invasion by the sewer-dwelling skaven. And
in the frozen north, an expidition to the lost dwarf hold of Karag Dum
brings Gotrek and Felix face to face with a dread Bloodthirster of
Chaos...
Silver Surfer Omnibus Jan 03 2020 Norrin Radd sacrifi ced himself to
save his planet and his true love Shalla-Bal from the world-devourer
Galactus - but the price was servitude as mighty Galactus' herald, the
Silver Surfer! Now, exiled on Earth, the Surfer struggles to understand
the beauty and humanity of mortal men, and nobly seeks to heal the rifts
that separate man from his brothers. Created by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby
in the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, the Silver Surfer embodies Lee's
socially conscious writing and Kirby's mind-blowing cosmic concepts and here, he is joined by another creator who grants him a soulwrenching humanity: the one and only John Buscema! Experience
staggering and unique tales as mankind is explored through the eyes of
gotrek-and-felix-the-first-omnibus
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an outsider. COLLECTING: SILVER SURFER (1968) 1-18; MATERIAL
FROM FANTASTIC FOUR ANNUAL (1963) 5, NOT BRAND ECHH (1967)
13
Skavenslayer Sep 22 2021 Dwarf Tollslayer Gotrek and his human
companion Felix Jaeger are drawn into a evil plot by the Skaven--rat-men
who plan to use their sorcery to destroy an ancient empire. Original.
Run With the Hunted First Omnibus Books 1-3 Mar 17 2021 In the
fast-paced, tech-heavy future, a socialite, a soldier of fortune, and a
hacker team up to take jobs that pay big and showcase their skills. Often,
the trio has to think on their feet to come out on top.
Space Wolf: The Second Omnibus Apr 29 2022 This omnibus contains
the next three books in the Space Wolf series by William King and Lee
Ligthner. The books included are Wolfguard, Sons of Fenris and Wolf's
Honour as well as a short story The Space Wolf Omnibus combines
superb science-fiction drama with military battles on an epic scale,
featuring the legendary hero Ragnar Blackmane.
Omnibus of Science Fiction Dec 02 2019 A collection of forty-three
stories of science fiction.
Space Wolf May 19 2021 The Space Marines of the Adeptus Astartes
have inducted young Ragnar Blackmane, but he must learn to control his
bestial instincts in order to become an effective soldier. Reprint.
The First Rumpole Omnibus May 31 2022 The irrepressible English
barrister, Horace Rumpole, seeks to uncover the truth behind a variety of
unusual cases of crime
Omnibus III Aug 22 2021
Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 1-2 Sep 30 2019 The critically
acclaimed manga series about a man time-traveling back to his youth to
save his girlfriend from a street gang–which inspired the wildly popular
anime and live-action film! Watching the news, Hanagaki Takemichi
learns his junior-high girlfriend Tachibana Hinata has died. A sudden
shove sends him 12 years into the past to face the Tokyo Manji Gang that
once made his life hell, which is also responsible for Hinata’s death in the
present. To save Hinata and change the future, Takemichi must rise to
the top of Kanto’s most sinister delinquent gang! But things aren’t so
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simple when he befriends the gang’s leader, Mikey. What turned Mikey
from a petulant child to the leader of the most infamous gang in Tokyo?
Star Wars Apr 05 2020 As the phenomenon dawned in 1977, Marvel
Comics published the very first STAR WARS comic-book series. Now, the
House of ideas is re-presenting those original adventures in its wampasized Omnibus format! It's the return of the Jedi to Marvel in an opening
volume that begins tith A NEW HOPE and ends with THE EMPRIE
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STRIKES BACK. In between, the Rebels face a wealth of new perils--from
space pirate Crimson Jack to the bounty hunter Beilert Valance, as well
as a surprisingly svelte Jabba the Hut (one "t"). Luke goes back to
Tatooine, Leia battles alone, Han and Chewie play the deadly Big Game,
and Darth Vader hunts for answers! With all your old favorites and plenty
of new faces--hello, Jaxxon!--there's no doubt, the Force is strong with
this one! COLLECTING: STAR WARS 1-44, Annual 1
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